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GIS Analyst - UAE Nationals onlyRespond to Ad-hoc Requests for Information (RFI)Provide

basic technical and analytical support to the participating stakeholder agenciesEnsure the

production of the company products and servicesProduce high-quality applications and

outputs necessary to demonstrate the effectiveness of the company program and meeting

the objectives of the participating stakeholder agenciesApply strong background using

Advanced GIS software and related products such as advanced spatial and 3D analytical

tools, thematic mapping, trend analysis, etc…in a project and production environmentWork

with other senior staff to support technical GIS analysis activities, data inventory and

assessment, derivative data products and support special projectsSupport spatial database

design, including relational database design and spatial data integration, and GIS application

software development and spatial analysis and data automation proceduresSupport data

analysis including vector and raster data, conformance to data standards, and quality

assurance proceduresSupport implementation of systems, tools and methods to support

upper management decision makingCarry out other duties as assigned by the Technical

ManagerDevelop/ maintain entities’ roadmaps for data geo-coding and analysis such as

community facilities Bachelor in computer science, engineering, geography or

mathematics3-5+ years of experience with GIS technology and/or SDI programsPosses

analytical skills needed to collect user’ requirements, analyse and suggest

solutions.Experience in ArcGIS family of products including ArcGIS server and Image

server.Experience in ArcGIS extensions including Network Analyst, 3D Analyst and Image

Analyst.Experience in Image processing software like Erdas Imagine and ENVI.Fluent and
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literate in Arabic and very good English language skills (spoken and written)Good Computer

skills (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)Strong analytical skills with application in a GIS analysis and

reporting environment for decision making.Ability to translate the functional requirements that

are described to him/her by his/her supervisors into workable solutions with tangible outcome

using any combination of GIS tools, methods and Adhoc custom applications developed by

him/her in order to resolve the problem as stated by management (this could be a feasibility

study, a thematic spatial representation or a complex reporting tool that supports decision

making by upper management) About The Company The Adecco Group is the world's leading

provider of HR solutions. With more than 33,000 FTE employees and a network of 5,600

branches, in over 60 countries and territories around the world, we offer a wide variety of

services, connecting close to 750,000 associates with well over 100,000 clients every

day.The services we offer fall into the broad categories of temporary staffing,

permanent placement, career transition, talent development and workforce management

solutions, as well as outsourcing and consulting.The Adecco Group is based in Zurich-

Glattbrugg, Switzerland and we are a Fortune Global 500 company listed on the SIX

Swiss Exchange.
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